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It's the end of Thanksgiving long weekend in Canada. Holiday Mondays are so nice - especially
when you're already finished with the big meal and all you need to do is put the remaining
bones in a pot with some onion and celery and let it simmer away. Other parts of Canada may
have had crisp, sunny fall weather for their day off; we got a chilly, damp, blustery day that
made me glad to not have to leave the house. We ate leftovers all day and were generally lazy.
Even Abby was content to just move from napping spot to napping spot and that translated to
plenty of knitting time for me. I plunked myself down in my armchair for part of the morning and
most of the afternoon and worked on my Hawthorn shawl while Rob watched Star Trek and
Abby made nests in the blanket on the couch (too cute).

I finally finished the chart! The last third of it went a lot faster than the first third. In part because
there were far fewer stitches and the pattern was simpler but also because I got into a nice
groove. About half way through the second episode of Star Trek I started the garter stitch short
rows. I've been looking forward to these since I started this shawl. I imagined this yarn feeling
incredibly soft and squashy as garter stitch and it completely lives up to my expectations (isn't it
nice when that happens).

Doesn't that look warm and cozy? For added coziness add the smell of slowly cooking turkey
stock that was starting to fill our house. Oh ... so lovely. The greatest part about getting to the
short rows was that after the first two there is no counting - I just watch for the gap.
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I kept going with the short rows until I was getting a little too hungry to stay put and plan to getback to them as soon as this is posted. I'm hoping to get to the end of my second ball of yarntonight. I thought I was going to have to wind the third one before now but it looks like I've got afew rows left and I'm anxious to see how many.  
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